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FLEX PCB consisting o 1 pcb single side
with soldered NTC + 1 pcb double side with
welding tabs obtained rom copper layer and
accessible on both sides, both inserted into a
housing by crimping contact, length 1500 mm

FLEX PCB Single Side copper accessible
or both side, SMD soldered with special
connectors and NTC or Battery pack
interconnection

ELECTRIC REVOLUTION
We are at the beginning of the “electric revolution” of the automotive industry.
The European Union has set itself ambitious goals to respond to the challenges posed by climate
change and environmental impact.
As a result, manufacturers have brought forward innovative solutions in areas such as batteries,
making electric vehicles a truly viable alternative or the rst time.
There will be many challenges in the near future, and Cisel is ready to support this epochal change.
Thanks to years of experience and high technological know-how Cisel is able to assume a leading
role in the “electric revolution” in progress.
The current market demand is increasingly large FLEX PCB for the interconnections for the
battery pack.
These fex pcb have also the unction o the temperature monitoring inside battery pack.
Hence the need to assemble SMDcomponents on the FLEX, such as theNTC, fuses, connectors and
metal contacts tabs, also with specic resins, adhesive tapes, thermal pads and reinorcements.
In particular, the metal contacts tabs can also be obtained directly from the copper traces of the PCB.
This solution has been developed by Cisel since several years and is already adopted by many
customers.
Cisel has invested in customized production machines and SMD assembly lines; we can currently
accommodate requests up to 1.8 metres.
Next challenge is to produce FLEX PCBs longer than twometers assembled with SMD components.






